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Goodyear viva 3 all-season tire 225/55r17

The Viva 3 All Season tire offers improved traction provided by extensive circumferential grooves that help evacuate water and mud. Reinforced grip in wet dry conditions and snow made with zigzag edges and grooves. It helps reduce street noise and also promote tread through an improved tread model.



Safe handling in all seasons provided by stable shoulder blocks and a contemporary look that is reflected in an elegant side wall design. $12 tire installation per tire. Click for more information. Treadwear Warranty: 60,000 Miles Tire Type: Passenger-Highway Sidewall: Black Sidewall Speed Rating: H
Load Index: 97 We live in Jacksonville, Florida. It rains quite a bit and the roads are not always made for rain. I struggled to keep my van under control when I hit large groups of water. Also there are many wrecks in Jacksonville and without good tires you will be part of these wrecks. Once we got the call
that our tires were in we set to get in that Saturday morning to have them wear. The lady on the phone was very sweet and even told me that if we were there right after opening we could do it quickly. We never paid attention to the fact that there was a back door to the tire area. We pulled around
answered some questions and then handed the keys to my van. The gentleman who was there was very kind and knew exactly what he was doing. We got to do some shopping (without our kids) about 45 minutes came back and the lounge was starting to fill up. Our van was finished. The gentleman who
exchanged our tires spoke to us for a minute and then we checked that you can even buy the things you bought at the tire counter! Excellent service! That morning we rained driving 2 hours away to go to my nuns. We had to brake several times due to cases of nut driving in the rain. The tires did not slip
or slip at all. This is a huge thing we live in by braking in time on I10 so we don't join others in accidents especially when it rains. That's the part that upsets me. We spent $550 on 5 new tires and a rim less than a year ago through a small tire seat. We also bought a full-size spare part. Our tires slipped all
the way in the rain. It took about 2 hours for them to do everything. Through walmart.com and your local Walmart tire store this set, including mounting and balancing/installation, costs only about $250 and works best. It took about 45 minutes to do everything. Before an e-walmart.com I never walmart for
my tires. I thought it would be more expensive and there would be too much time to do it. I was very wrong. It costs half the price for better tires and you can shop while you're in the store, it doesn't take too long. Don't spend more and have nothing to do during installation. Try the wal-mart set up, you
could go there for now. We will be! I was quite enough when asked to review the tires. Everyone knows that anything FREE is sometimes loaded with hidden problems. I was pleasantly surprised. I must also state that I was NOT paid to do this review. That's my honest opinion of the GOODYEAR VIVA 3
all-season tires. I have a 2012 Nissan Altima and the tires made me feel like I was in a Cadillac. They ride very smoothly and I feel a lot less bumps on the road than before. I live in Atlanta, and the holes and terrible downtown streets can smell like chaos on your car. The car travels much smoother and I
will definitely invest in another set of these when the time comes to buy new ones. THANKS for the TIRES!!! My first week with my new Goodyear Viva 3 All Season tires. It started on a Sunday when I went to install the first day of my Goodyear Viva 3. Once the installation was complete, I proceeded to my
car only to find it slightly rainy. This was my first test. As you know, light rain does not wash excess oil from the roads from traffic. My record was very smooth and constant. At one point, however, I was forced to stop very quickly due to another driver. With my Goodyear Viva 3 I was able to stop
immediately without any problem. I bet you could stop them on a dime if I tried. There was no scrolling shock or a simply smooth jump. On my second day I found myself in the ice and freezing rain. My Goodyear Viva 3 performed perfectly. I was able to maneuver very well at a slow pace when needed it
looked like the Goodyear Viva 3 had simply pushed the loose ice and rain completely through the tread and away from my tires and off my course. With wide tread she was impeccable. Another safe and smooth journey. On the third day the ice was solid. I found that the Goodyear Viva 3 All Season tires
seemed to harden a bit with colder temperatures, but with the exception of an area I needed to cross I slipped only once and only slightly. I was able to regain grip and control very quickly. I attribute it to Goodyear Viva 3. Now, on the fifth day I needed to go out again. What I found on this day and evening
was about 3 1/2 inches of snow mixed with a slight freezing rain. Again with the extra wide tread on my Goodyear Viva 3 the snow and freezing rain just seemed to repel my tires and at the same time free my course with ease. Finally came a clear and partly sunny day. The width and circumference of the
Goodyear Viva 3 All Season tires seemed to work at the The road embraces a perfect grip combined with extreme control and capability. Excellent tires. I really got the best experience possible in all kinds of weather over the past week. I highly recommend Goodyear Viva 3 All Season tires. However I
would suggest that if you find yourself having to drive regularly in the snow or ice maybe you should consider more of a real winter/snow tire. If you do not meet the winter weather on a regular basis I can and must say with certainty that the Goodyear Viva 3 All season tires are the tires for you. Being also
at very reasonable prices while receiving such extreme and excellent quality with exceptional performance capacity, these are the tires for you. I drive a 2010 Toyota Prius. It is recommended to use only special hybrid tires on a Prius, so I was a little worried that gas mileage and overall performance
would decrease poorly with an aggressive tread throughout the season. A regular hybrid tire has a low friction tread to increase mileage. The Good Year All Season Viva 3 tire is impressive. I checked my mileage on the way to install the tires and I was at 46mpg for that trip. On the way home I saw a
mileage increase to 48mpg. The wind was blowing from behind, so I expect that's why I saw a rise. In the last few weeks I've been monitoring it closely and averaged about a mile or 2 less per gallon on the highway and around as usual in the city. The excellent part is that the tire significantly increased my
control in the rain. I always liked the nervous feeling of a Prius in the rain and was extremely happy to find that I now feel like I have good control over time slick. We often have ice or light snow in North Carolina, but this year we had a very mild winter compared to the rest of the East Coast. Finally, I would
like to say that the noise level on these tyres is relatively low. I was worried because viva 2 reviews said they were noisy. I find the Viva 3 to be quiet and a tire really well done. When they are the market of new tires and it does not matter what the season is; for me Goodyear offers the quality and
performance I am looking for and need in a tire. Their production of automobile tires began in 1901. After owning many different brands in the last Goodyear is undeniably my number one choice. If you are concerned about safety, one of the best and highest priorities should be your tire/brakes. Not sure
exactly what size to buy? Just look at the sticker located on the driver's side panel. There you will find exactly what your particular vehicle requires. And what do those numbers/letters really mean? Tire side wall facts: really like these tires look on my car (although I also need new rims) and their stealthily.
I've driven on them all seasons here in Ohio snow and rain. With the amount of which is coming through our area especially recently side streets where I live are the last of them all. So far my car just seems to plow effortlessly through everything and; for as long as I used Goodyear tires in general; I've
never been stuck or stuck in the snow. If you are looking for a quality tire that works very well throughout conditions this Goodyear Viva 3 tire is exactly what you need. And please remember for all of you low mileage drivers like me you need to replace tires every 5 â€ 6 years no matter how deep the
tread is visible. In the end they simply deteriorate; a sure sign are cracks that form around the side walls. I am very happy and feel grateful lucky to have these tires on my car. Thank you Walmart! I had these tires for about a week and a half. It's winter here in NE Ohio and the weather is crazy
unpredictable. When I first received the Goodyear Viva 3 All-Season Tires was wet and rainy and they worked great it was like it was a dry sunny day while driving with them. I could understand the difference right after they were installed. About a week after taking these tires there was a huge snowstorm
at least about two feet of snow. I wasn't stuck anywhere, they keep very good contact with the road in slippery situations. Plow trucks don't go down the side streets where I live until a few days after the snow and my road was covered I could almost drive the speed limit without any problems. I also
noticed when I would brake with my old tires my anti-lock brakes would have started much earlier. Since I installed these tires, they've only sued once. They have a great tread and I would tell anyone who thinks they're buying them to get them. Goodyear produces good quality items and these are
definitely an example of this. The Goodyear Viva 3 All-Season Tire is a great tire and works throughout the season as advertised in the name. I feel safer in my car with these new and safer tires while driving in the snow. I like to be a Sparks Reviewer and really want to give an informed review about every
product I try. So when I was asked to review these Goodyear Viva 3 tires, I wasn't sure how I would review the tires. I can tell you that I've been using some off-brand tires for the last year and it was definitely time for new tires. I received the Goodyear Viva 3 tires and installed them in our nearest Walmart
tire center which is about 30 miles from our house with all kinds of road conditions. I live in a rural town near the ca coast. I immediately noticed a difference on the way home. First it was quieter on the highway and then when we got off the highway and were driving on the rural roads that we drive every
day with those bumps and holes that we know as if the back of our hands weren't baffling us so much in my Turbo Saab 9-3 with these new Goodyear tires. We had become accustomed apparently and now that we were so much attention so you can really review these tires enough there was a definite
difference in the race. A smoother and quieter ride. As I said, rural roads are not held very well by our county due to funding and heavy rains in winter. My car is a high-performance vehicle the same who made Jet planes and race cars designed my little Saab. It is built for speed and agility. So when we
arrived on the beautiful and winding Highway 1 for the stretch of house I really had to look at my speed because it grabbed the road so well and it was such a smooth ride. There was a couple of times my speed would come close to crossing the line and I didn't even notice. Needless to say, I'm very happy
with these tires as far as it seems.. well a fast car wash and my car looked brand new with these Goodyear tires. These Goodyear Viva 3 all-season tires are great. I love the fact that they are all season and that means they are very versatile. They behave very well in any condition. So far I've driven them
on dry roads and wet roads and they've been great. They work very well in the rain and I have no problem with grip or sliding as I had with snowy tires from other brands. Driving in the rain with these tires is great. There the tires have a very good tread. No matter what condition I'm driving in, I have no
worries about what ever. Even where I live there is a lot of road construction going on it seems that there are always roads on which you work. Very difficult to walk roads with large gravel holes diving and re-coating were not a problem with these Goodyear tires. I'm amazing how well they performed. I
drove on top black dirt land and concrete roads and the tires work great on everyone. I also drive on the interstate almost every day and the tires work great. I really think these are some of the best tires I've ever had. What's really great about these tires is that they're made from a brand you can trust -
Goodyear. When you think about tires, you think of Goodyear. There's a reason they've been doing tires for so long. Of course they know what they're doing. Not only do you get high-quality tires, but you also get them an affordable price. They won't break the bank and last long. What more can you ask
for? I would definitely recommend these Goodyear Viva 3 All-Season tires to anyone who needs a great set of tires that they can depend on for several years. Years.
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